
In this lab, you will be working with three datasets schoolyearsf1544.csv, dtp_immune.csv  and 
teen_fertility.csv, and your goal is simply to load them into SAS and confirm that they work.

Tips!
1) Double click the tab with your program or data file to toggle showing/hiding the folder structure.
2) Right click on a folder and go to properties to find its location for copy/pasting.
3) Look in Libraries --> My Libraries --> Work to see the datasets you have loaded.
4) You can find more information on SQL from your scanned text or from www.w3schools.com/sql 

Reminder: If you are using SAS University Edition, start your virtual machine and browse the web 
address http://localhost:10080 

Part I, Loading with proc import

1. Open SAS and load the files.

Copy/paste the following code into the code window and run it. Replace the 'sf_SAS_U_Shared' with 
the name of your shared folder.

Save the data sets as  wk03schoolyears,  wk03teenfertility, and  wk03immunity

proc import 
datafile="/folders/myshortcuts/sf_SAS_U_Shared/schoolyearsf1544.csv"

out=work.wk03schoolyears dbms=csv;
delimiter=',';
getnames=yes;

run;

proc import 
datafile="/folders/myshortcuts/sf_SAS_U_Shared/teen_fertility.csv"

out=work.wk03teenfertility dbms=csv;
delimiter=',';
getnames=yes;

run;

proc import 
datafile="/folders/myshortcuts/sf_SAS_U_Shared/dtp_immune.csv"

out=work.wk03immunity dbms=csv;
delimiter=',';
getnames=yes;

run;

http://localhost:10080/
http://www.w3schools.com/sql


Part II, Exploring with select

1. SELECTing from a table.

The select command can be used to quickly produce an output table from a data set. You can get every 
row and every column with the following

proc sql; 
select * 
from wk03immunity;

...and the  first 5 observations of a couple variables with this code, 

proc sql outobs=5; 
select Country, Y2010 
from wk03immunity;

Or  the same, but only considering rows that have record in the Year 2010 data

proc sql outobs=5; 
select Country, Y2010 
from wk03immunity
where Y2010 is not null;

Now try making a table of the 2005 and 2010 first ten countries' teen fertility rates, showing only 
countries with valid data from 2010.

2. Conditioning with the WHERE clause.

Let's look at all the countries with less than 50% diptheria immunization in 1995.

proc sql; 
select Country, Y1995 
from wk03immunity
where Y1995 < 50;

Is this ideal? How could you improve this table? (Hint, you can use <condition1> AND <condition2> )



Now look at those between 50% and 70%

proc sql; 
select Country, Y1995 
from wk03immunity
where Y1995 is between 50 and 70;

3. Ordering data

Instead of looking at part of the table at a time, we can look at the whole table sorted. (Try Y1995 – 
Y2000. Most SAS steps would interpret this as 'Y1995, Y1996, Y1997, Y1998, Y1999, Y2000'. Is that 
what happens here?)

proc sql; 
select Country, Y1995, Y2000
from wk03immunity
order by Y2000 desc;

You can break ties in Y2000 by specifying a different variable. (It doesn't even need to be variable 
being output to the table).

proc sql; 
select Country, Y1995, Y2000
from wk03immunity
order by Y2000, desc Y1995 desc;

You can change the name of variables in the output with 'as'. This does not change the name of the 
variables in the data set that you're SELECTing from.

proc sql; 
select Country, Y1995 as immune_1995, Y2000 as immune_2000
from wk03immunity
order by Y2000, desc Y1995 desc;



4. Joins and creating tables

The true power of SQL comes from the ease as which it can combine tables. The most common way to 
do this is through an INNER JOIN.

We can look at two different statistics for countries in the same year.

proc sql; 
select wk03teenfertility.Country, wk03teenfertility.Y2000 as 

fertility2000, wk03schoolyears.Y2000 as school2000
from wk03teenfertility
inner join wk03schoolyears
on wk03teenfertility.Country = wk03schoolyears.Country;

We can save this by creating a table with these results.

proc sql;
create table wk03all2000 as

 
select wk03teenfertility.Country, wk03teenfertility.Y2000 as 

fertility2000, wk03schoolyears.Y2000 as school2000
from wk03teenfertility
inner join wk03schoolyears
on wk03teenfertility.Country = wk03schoolyears.Country;

And finally, this saved table can be used to INNER JOIN in a third table!

proc sql;
create table wk03all2000 as

 
select wk03all2000.*, wk03immunity.Y2000 as immunity2000
from wk03all2000
inner join wk03immunity
on wk03all2000.Country = wk03immunity.Country;


